
Detection of TGFbR2 A10→A9 frameshift mutation in cell free DNA 
of liquid biopsies from MSI-colorectal cancer patients (#3386)

Abstract
TGFbR2 A10→A9 frameshift mutation is an early occurring cancer driver mutation 

and mutant TGFbR2 cell free DNA (cfDNA) is therefore a potential biomarker for 

early detection of cancer (eg. Lynch Syndrome) as well as for monitoring response 

to cancer treatment. The frameshift mutation is associated with micro satellite 

instability (MSI) and is found in 80% of MSI-colorectal cancers¹ (MSI-CRC) and in  

90% of hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer². Here we show that  cell free 

mutant (A9) TGFbR2 DNA is present in liquid biopsies from MSI-CRC patients and 

that the A9 micro satellite of mutant TGFbR2 can be selectively detected by using 

specially designed PCR primers modelled after the A9 microsatellite.

Methods
PCR and primers defining a fragment of TGFbR2 comprising the A10/A9 

microsatellite was used to amplify cfDNA extracted from MSI-CRC and 

microsatellite stable-CRC (MSS-CRC) patients. The resulting PCR products were 

analysed and confirmed by DNA sequencing after gel electrophoresis. In addition, 

primers modelled after the shorter A9 microsatellite were designed and tested 

using synthetic DNA of both TGFβR2 variants. Despite the naturally established 

mismatch between the A10 sequence and primers modelled after the A9 

sequence, conventionally designed primers could not differentiate enough for 

specific annealing to the A9 sequence. A further mismatch with the A10 sequence 

was introduced at the 3’ end of the primer, which, in combination with the already 

established mismatch, denied the primer tail-end annellation with the A10 

sequence that is necessary for polymerase amplification of this sequence. 

Experiments to optimise PCR conditions and buffer solution were conducted prior 

to analysing the cfDNA extracted from CRC patient samples.

Main findings
➢ TGFbR2 cfDNA was present in plasma from all (10/10) CRC patients tested 

➢ TGFbR2 A10→A9 frameshift cfDNA was present in all (5/5) MSI-CRC patients 

and none (0/5) of MSS-CRC patients tested

➢ PCR using the selected A9 modelled primer yielded a PCR product that was 

clearly detectable on the electrophoresis gel only for cfDNA from the MSI-CRC 

patients (5/5)

The results show that TGFbR2 A10→A9 frameshift DNA is present in cfDNA of 

liquid biopsies from MSI-CRC patients this establishes cell free TFGbR2 frameshift 

DNA as a potential biomarker for early detection of hereditary CRC (Lynch 

Syndrome) as well as for monitoring cancer progression and remission of sporadic 

MSI-CRC.

Control primer pair anneals to template DNA up-stream and down-stream regions 
of the microsatellite. Annellation regardless of microsatellite variant.

Primer designed for annellation to the A9 microsatellite variant of TGFβR2. 

Primer designed to ensure complete annellation to the A9 microsatellite fragment 
from the 5’-end to the 3’-end of the primer. DNA polymerase will not be inhibited 
from incorporating nucleotides and can synthesize new strands.

The properties of the A9 microsatellite specific primer cause repulsion and prevents 
complete annealing of the primer 3’-end to the 5’-end of the A10 microsatellite 
DNA template. DNA polymerase is inhibited to synthesize new strands.

Primer design
The microsatellite specific primer was modelled after the frameshift mutated 
TGFβR2 A9 DNA sequence. By having a relatively long part of the primer annealing 
down-stream of the microsatellite, specificity for TGFβR2 was achieved. A shorter 
part of the primer consisting of two to three nucleotides up-stream of the 
microsatellite ensured the entire length of the microsatellite was included and 
secured with a GC-clamp at the 3’-end. 
The designed primer for A9 template annealing naturally create mismatches for 
annellation to the 5’-end of the A10  template. To increase the natural repulson 
between primer 3’-end and A10 template 5’-end further mismatches were 
introduced within the microsatellite region of the primer, resulting in strong 
enough repulsion to deny primer-template interaction and DNA polymerase 
production of the A10 fragment but still allowing polymerase production of the A9 
fragment.

The PCR products from the control and designed A9 specific primer pairs have a 
difference in length sufficiently large to readily detect on an agarose gel. With 
wildtype DNA as template there will be no fragments produced by PCR other than 
the control. On the agarose gel displayed on the right-hand side, synthetic DNA of 
both wildtype and mutant TGFβR2 sequences was used as template with the 
control primer pair and microsatellite specific primers in PCR.

Strategy in design of A9 microsatellite specific primer
Introduction of nucleotide mis-match in primer create repulsion

Results from plasma samples from MSI-H and MSS CRC patients 

Patient
Primer pair Microsatellite ³

P4 1 CP 2 A9 A10

MSI

BD_001 yes yes + -

BD_002 yes yes + -

BD_003 yes yes + -

BD_004 yes yes + -

BD_005 yes yes + -

MSS

BD_006 No Yes - +

BD_007 No Yes - +

BD_008 No Yes - +

BD_009 No Yes - +

BD_010 No Yes - +
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1 Primer designed for detection of TGFbR2 A9 (mutant) microsatellite
2 Control primers for detection of both A9 and A10 TGFbR2 microsatellites
3 Sequencing of PCR amplicon extracted from band on agarose gel

Read-out of results

Plasma samples obtained from Indivumed GmbH, Hamburg, Germany


